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Welcome
Neil Singleton
Insurance Commissioner
MAIC



We acknowledge the traditional 
owners of the land, the Turrbal and 
Yugara as the First Nations owners of 
the land on which we meet. We pay 
our respect to their Elders past, 
present and emerging.



Why are we here today? 

• MAIC funded exploration of a digital claim 

process

• Identify the opportunities and the benefits

• Understand the concerns and the risks



The mandate for improvement and innovation

s3 MAIA – Objects of the Act

(a) continue and improve the system of CTP insurance

(e) encourage the speedy resolution of claims…

(h) promote measures directed at mitigating the results (of 
accidents)



Innovation in law

“There is growing pressure for the business of law to change 
to be responsive to new client demands and to be 
competitive in a world accustomed to digital engagement 
and on-demand solutions.”

- Queensland Law Society 



2017 Suncorp Digital Economy 
Submission

“This change is inevitable and will be demanded by 
our customers and investors.”

“Suncorp is ready for this disruption…”





Purpose
Improve the 
process and 

outcome for the 
injured person

Less waste, less 
unnecessary delay

Generate ideas

Less time, greater 
transparency

No pre-
determined 

solution

But we do 
expect to find 

a solution

Motorists and 
claimants will 

demand it



Boundaries

• Existing rules, regulation and 
legislation apply

• Recognise there are other 
interested stakeholders who can’t 
be here today

• Starting the exploration with your 
input – a tremendous first step



Focus on improving 
outcomes for claimants

• For those claimants who will appreciate 
and benefit from a digital claim process

• For the benefit of the scheme and all 
stakeholders

The art and science of balance



Session objectives

Within the constraints of the existing frameworks, how might we 
improve the claims experience through digitisation? 

Discussion topics to be covered today:

• What is the current claimant experience?

• How is innovation being used to improve experiences?

• Where are the opportunities?

• What are the risks and issues we need to be aware of?

• What questions or thoughts do you have? 

Roshelle Weir
Chief Enabler
Decida Digital



Session approach

Focus on dialogue, not 
debate

Capture your thoughts Succinctly share 
insights



Where are the opportunities?



The current process

Incident Claim 
lodged

Claim 
assessed

Undergo 
treatment Settled Finalised

* For a straight forward simple 
claim



What the process actually looks like

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QUT in collaboration with MAIC investigated process performance differences between CTP insurers and legal firms 172984 claims (incidents between 1994 and 2018)Three data sets used:DATA SET 1: “Represented – Severity 1”  (3,694 cases)DATA SET 2: “Represented – Severity 2 & 3” (1,196 cases)DATA SET 3: “Direct – Severity 1” (704 cases)Comparable cases:accidents with postcode 4000-4209; 4500-4549claims finalised between 1 Apr 2010 – 31 Mar 2013 (accidents could have happened years earlier)no minorsliability fully acceptedcompliance and settlement dates recordedProcess mining and Basic correlation analysisKey finding:Similar claimsSimilar data characteristicsSimilar sample size (about 80 cases per insurer)Different behaviours!Different outcomes!



What claimants have told us

✔Easy to 
access the 
treatment 
they need

✔Trust in the 
quality of 
service 

Source: MAIC Claimant research 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approximately 25% claimants DID NOT feel rehabilitation was easy to organise. Approximately 1 in 5 claimants experienced delays in receiving treatment. 30% or more of claimants were not satisfied with their lawyer or insurer. For claimants the priorities are make it easy to access treatment and trust in the quality of service. 
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“ The process needs to be faster. 
I lost my job because they were too slow 

in paying for my rehab. 
I was then out of work and financially it 

was a real struggle. 
I was so far in debt by the end of the 

process all the money had to be paid out 
anyway.”





Claimant Journey

1. What  are the issues in the current state processes that we could 
potentially solve? 

1. Which issue should be prioritised to be solved in the next 12 months 
considering the impact to claimant experience?



How are these issues 
being solved now? 

Peter How
Technologist 
Decida Digital 



Digitally Infused Shake-up



From old... ...to new



Know your customer and 
create individual experiences 1 Personalisation 

and CX



Being confident that you will 
get what you expect 2 Trust and 

confidence



Engaging experiences and 
nudging behaviour 3 Gamification



Connecting with customers 
in meaningful ways 4 Connectivity



Better decisioning using 
better data 5 Data, analytics & AI



Sense making through the 6 BIG digital trends...

3 Gamification

5 Data, analytics & AI

1 Personalisation 
and CX

2 Trust and 
confidence

4 Connectivity

Everything as a 
service6



New models of delivery Everything as a 
service6

By 2023, 3/4 of all companies will offer subscriptions 
(Gartner)

The world’s leading car market – China – slumped 
to 28.1 million new-vehicle sales, a decrease of 

2.8%

By 2025, almost 10% of new car sales will come as 
part of a subscription



How might we use digitisation to transform the CX?

3 Gamification

5 Data, analytics & AI

1 Personalisation 
and CX

2 Trust and 
confidence

4 Connectivity

Everything as a 
service6



What could work in our context?



What could possibly go wrong?
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1. What are the risks, blockers or 
limitations we need to 
mindful of?

2. How should we mitigate 
these?  

Risks and issues
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Next steps
• Input collected from stakeholders 

that couldn’t be here today.

• Summary of the results shared.

• Let’s keep the conversation going!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reach out to the team at MAIC if you would like to continue to be involved in this co-creation process. 
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Stay connected with us via social media
Motor Accident Insurance Commission

@maicqld         @maicqld

Thank you

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtGxfmVISpfTyAmNFXWxiqA
https://facebook.com/maicqld/
https://twitter.com/maiCQld
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